Grad Commencement Hooding & Covers Flow – DNP (South)

Instructions
1. AVP Intro Dean, Chair, and Faculty Advisors
2. Dean states proclamation, gets into position with cover, while Chair takes position on stage, and students are at steps with hood over arm; advisors get into line ahead of his/her student/group
3. Advisor proceeds student onto stage
4. Student carries name card to reader, pauses for name
5. Student steps forward, gives hood to advisor, steps/turns into position
6. Advisor hands chair the front of hood, who raises over student’s head while both place hood. (PhD name on other side at this time)
7. Student exits stage via front ramp
8. Advisor stays for his/her students, then exits after last student
Grad Commencement Hooding & Diploma Flow – PhD (North)

Instructions
1. AVP Intro Dean, Chair, Faculty.
2. Dean states proclamation, gets into position with cover while Faculty takes position on stage and students are at stairs with hoods over arm
3. Student gives name card to reader, pauses for name
4. Student steps forward, gives hood to Faculty, steps forward into position
5. Faculty hands Chair the front of hood, who raises over students head while both place hood (DNP name read on other side at this time)
6. Student exits stage via front ramp
7. Faculty remains for all students, exits after final student